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Folio 线

“ I F  TH IS  S INGLES '  DAY IS  THE  EXCUSE YOU ’VE  BEEN WA IT ING  FOR TO  SPO IL YOURSELF WITH  
A L I TTLE  ONL INE  SHOPP ING ,  THEN I  MUST SAY I ’M  MORE THAN A L I TTLE  JEALOUS .  HERE  AT THE  
WH ITE  HOUSE ,  THERE  ARE  SO MANY F IREWALLS BLOCK ING ME  FROM SHOPP ING ONL INE  THAT 
NOT EVEN THE  PRES IDENT WILL BE  ABLE  TO  TAKE  ADVANTAGE OF THOSE AMAZ ING DEALS 
YOU ’LL SEE  ONL INE  DUR ING TH IS  HOL IDAY “

MADE IN  CHINA

Wacky Prints

Children in a snowstorm, 
sketched portraits of friends 
and familiar scenes of collectiv-
ity spanning shuttlecock players, 
couples danc-
ing and old folks 
exercising. Vina 
Huang’s illustra-
tions are beautiful 
bits of everyday 
Beijing life. The 
Guangdong-born 
graduate of 
Shantou Arts and 
Crafts School is 
a freelance illus-
trator and artist 
whose prints we are crushing 
hard for. From child-like pencil 
strokes to pop silhouettes, each and 
every piece is vibrant and visually 
compelling, telling stories that any 
Beijinger can relate to. Huang’s over-
all aesthetic feels fresh and contem-
porary, and although she works on 
��������������ǡ����ϐ��������������-
lio impossible to tire of. 
Illustrations range RMB350-3,500. Find her 

at markets around town or on WeChat at @

huang8511 or by phone (136 9368 3142).

OVERHEARD

President Frank J. Underwood ushers in Singles' Day last month. One of China’s 
most lucrative ‘holidays’ (which is characterized by huge discounts and offers for 
lonely souls, or just anybody, really) was taken to a whole new level as Alibaba rang 
in the day with a star-studded gala at Beijing’s Water Cube. The event included a 
two-minute video appearance by Kevin Spacey, who plays the scheming politician 
Underwood (in House of Cards), in which he suggests that China’s online shoppers 
take advantage of the holiday to buy a range of items spanning glasses, burner 
phones and trench coats. He also quoted Alibaba Executive Chairman Jack Ma, say-
ing: “Today is hard. Tomorrow will be worse. But the day after tomorrow will be 
sunshine.” The greatest ad ever aired? Possibly. 

UNDER THE LENS

Gucci


�������������������������������������Ȃ���������ǡ������ϐ������Ǥ�����
���������������������������������ϐ��������������������������������
earlier this year, right in the heart of our swanky sister city and, last 
month, started dipping its toes into artistic territory. The label un-
veiled the exhibition ‘No Longer / Not yet’ at Shanghai’s Minsheng 
Art Museum. The show explores the elusive nature of the present 
moment with the query: ‘What is contemporary?’ 

That, in a nutshell, translates into a series of rooms featuring 
Gucci-inspired works by participating artists including Beijing-based 
multimedia artist Cao Fei, photographer Glen Luchford, American 
sculptor Rachel Feinstein and Neo-conceptual artist Jenny Holzer. 
The brainchild of Gucci’s Creative Director Alessandro Michele and 
Fashion journalist Katie Grand, the showcase exudes style, be it in 
the tapestries, floorboards or the art itself. A well-planned marketing 
ploy, no doubt, but at least it’s an interesting one – which is more 
than can be said for the restaurant. 
‘No Longer / Not yet’ runs till December 16 at the Minsheng Art Museum in Shanghai. 

www.minshengart.com

COVET

R Factory x Star Wars
After Luke Skywalker appeared on Rodarte’s catwalk last year, The Force began a fashion surge that’s set to keep soar-
ing with the release of the saga’s latest installment this month. In Beijing, you can channel your inner geek chic with in-
die label R Factory’s Star Wars-themed capsule collection of totes, shoes and accessories. Pieces span futuristic prints, 
starry designs, icons of characters like Darth Vader and BB-8, and clever juxtapositions of vibrant, light colors and dark 
leather details (get it?). Prices start at around RMB228 for a Darth Vader luggage tag and RMB398 for a C-3PO wallet. 
For RMB1,280 you can get yourself shoulder bag emblazoned with “I Am Your Father” and RMB3,480 will get you some 
seriously bold and Force-inspired ankle boots. Not exactly cheap, but for Star Wars-fan fashionistas, that should be  
�����ϐ���Ǥ� 
27 Xinsi Hutong, Dongcheng 东城区辛寺胡同 27号 (call 87 184 060 to book an appointment), or contact R Factory on WeChat at @RFACTORY2012

— For those who don’t know, what  
is Thrift?
Thrift is an ongoing project I started in the 
spring of 2014 to bring secondhand shop-
ping culture to Beijing. I went to college in a 
small town and went thrifting almost every 
weekend because there was no other option. 
I missed that a lot when I moved here – so 
many of the vintage stores were too expen-
sive and didn't have the surprising variety 
that thrift stores have. There were already a 
few clothing swaps and markets, but I want-
ed to create an ongoing system where people 
could drop off old clothes and know that 
they were going somewhere special, either to 
charities around China or back into a Thrift 
pop-up where someone else would make the 
clothes theirs. 
— How does it work and how can 
people get involved?
�̵������������������������������ϐ�����������
alongside Farm to Neighbors, whose founder 
Erica Huang has been wonderful enough 
to let me take part since the early stages of 
my own pop-up shop. I'm always looking 
for volunteers to help sell, organize and get 
involved. Sales from the clothes go to differ-
ent projects. Donations are of course always 
great as well – just drop by any Farm to 
Neighbors Farmers and Flea Market at the 
Grand Summit.
— Was it a challenge to start up your 
own monthly flea market?
When I started The Beijing Flea Market at 

The Bookworm, I sought advice 
from my friend, jewelry de-
signer Yi Zhou. We rounded up 
some of our friends to create 
����ϐ��������ǡ������������������
lot of secondhand items priced 
at RMB100 and under. But 
Beijing has a lot of talented 
independent designers too, so I 
started creating more space for 
them. The lead-up to the mar-
���������ϐ��������������������Ȃ���
barely sleep the week ahead of 
it. You have to make sure you 
�����̵������ϐ��������������������
get the word out so that people 
come. There are so many mar-
kets and Saturday events now, 
that you really owe it to your 
sellers to make sure people are 
there to see their products. 
— Your style in a nutshell.  
I love patterns! My uniform for a while was 
button-up blouses with quirky motifs and 
colors that I found in secondhand or vin-
tage shops around China. My closet is a bit 
American-Apparel-meets-grandma. 
— Favorite shops in town?
I really love Triple Major, although I can only 
afford to wistfully gaze at things there. Delia 
on Wudaoying Hutong is my number-one 
pick for vintage because the owners are so 
nice, and the shop is so well curated and 
���������Ǥ�����̵�����ϐ��������������������

at work, then I love browsing Yetang. I usu-
ally come out with way more than I actually 
intended to buy. 
— Sanlitun or Gulou? 
That's always a tough one. I started my 
Beijing adventure in a Gulou apartment and 
��������������ϐ���ǡ������������������������
a special place in my heart. Now I live in 
Sanlitun and I love it for its convenience. But 
����ϐ�������������������������������������-
ing around the different vintage shops on 
Gulou Dongdajie. 
Follow Jessica on Instagram at @jrappp and contact 

her on WeChat at @jmrapp19. 

SPOTL IGHT

Jessica Rapp, founder 
of Thrift and flea market 
organizer 
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